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THE OPULENCE COLLECTION
Inspiration in easy access bathrooms

With over 60 years’ experience, we know how
important accessible bathrooms are for your well-being
and independence in your home.
That’s why, as one the UK’s leading accessible
bathroom specialists, our priority is helping you to
create an accessible bathroom that is better than you
could ever imagine.
Contour Showers are proud to be setting the standard
for quality and design with our Opulence shower
enclosure range which offers a superior selection
of luxurious yet affordable shower screens, shower
enclosures, wet room solutions and shower trays.

QUalITY & PRICE

When it comes to quality we don’t cut corners. We
design and manufacture the majority of our products
inhouse so we are in control and can guarantee their
quality. All our products are made from the finest
materials, but, without a premium price tag. It is our
mission to make sure you get a beautiful accessible
shower enclosure which lasts a lifetime.
Our Opulence shower enclosures, wet room formers
and shower trays have been rigorously tested and
quality checked and are supplied complete with our
lifetime guarantee, providing you with accessible
products that will withstand the test of time!

OUR PROMISE

LIFETIME

see it in 3d

Need some help or advice?
Our expert team of Trusted Assessors and 3D
designers can help you create the right, beautiful,
accessible bathroom answering any questions you
might have to help find the right solution for you.
To really bring your new bathroom design to life we
can create a FREE 3D design, helping to ensure
that your new accessible bathroom will meet all your
needs before you place an order.

GUARANTEE

• To help you create a beautiful, 			
accessible bathroom.
• To only supply products manufactured to 		
the highest quality and safety standards.
• To offer prices that are great value for money.
• For your peace of mind we provide 		
comprehensive lifetime guarantees for all our
shower enclosures and shower trays.

Turn your bathroom
into a wetroom

Getting in and out of a bath can become daunting, difficult or almost impossible, even with assistance.
A wetroom can give your bathroom the designer look, whilst still being practical and providing easy
access for people with limited mobility. Using a pre-formed wetroom shower former, waterproof tanking
kit and a shower screen, you can easily adapt your bathroom quickly and cost effectively!
Due to continued product development we reserve the right to amend details without prior notice. Mar 2021
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choosing the right shower enclosure
Choose from a comprehensive collection of inspiring & desirable easy to access shower enclosures to suit your bathroom space,
personal taste & lifestyle requirements.

room location

Fit into a corner or an alcove?

corner

Corner showers can take up
as much, or as little, space as
you want. They can be square
or rectangular to create a
spacious shower area to meet
your needs.

alcove

Removing a bath can often leave an alcove,
a space between 3 walls. By installing an
alcove shower door you can maximise the
shower space and create a large luxurious
showering area.

shower ENCLOSUREs WITH A SUBTLE DIFFERENCE to ASSIST independent LIVING
Wetroom or shower tray? For an
exact fit, Opulence shower doors,
enclosures and screens 		
are supplied with either:
• Coved profile for vinyl 		
flooring.
• Square profile for tiled 		
floor or shower tray use.

Half height shower doors are the perfect
solution If you require some assistance
when showering or prefer not to feel
enclosed.

1900mm high shower enclosures are
multigenerational, meaning they have been
designed like a traditional shower enclosure
but, should assisted showering be required,
the top bifold stable door can be opened
outwards to allow assistance to be provided
to young or old.

This detail allows the
coved
shower screens to neatly 		
butt up against the wall 		
and floor / shower tray, 		
see right.
Please state your requirement 		
when ordering.

square

WALK-in shower screens
Glass shower screen on its own or
with a grab pole or flipper panel?
Used with a shower tray or in a
wetroom, an 8mm glass shower screen
will provide a modern, minimalist
solution which is easy to get in and out
of.
Add a floor to ceiling grab pole for
additional stability when entering or
exiting the shower or a flipper panel
to reduce shower spray outside of the
shower area.

Shower screen & grab pole
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Shower screen & flipper panel

PLEASE NOTE:
Due to the nature of all glass shower doors, we cannot guarantee they are 100% watertight. We do not recommend the use of power showers with easy access shower doors and shower trays.

choosing the right shower TRAY
When choosing a shower tray you should select a size & style for your bathroom & needs. The shape & size also needs to match your
shower enclosure. It’s worth thinking about which shape will best fit your bathroom too, keeping in mind how the enclosure doors open.

shower tray shape

Fit into a corner or an alcove?

square corner

rectangular corner

Square shower trays fit neatly into the
corner of your bathroom, handy if you
intend to keep your bath.

Rectangular shower trays offer users
more space by providing a larger
showering area.

alcove
Alcove shower trays or bath replacement
shower trays fit between three walls and
in most cases can be cut to length to fit
exactly into the space where your bath was
previously.

shower tray
or wetroom?		
For your peace of mind, our shower trays
have been thoroughly tested and awarded
with the highest antislip classification
possible. This is especially beneficial for
younger children or elderly people who
may be prone to slipping in the shower.
Wetroom floor formers are pre-formed
shower tray bases which are sunk into
the bathroom floor and then tiled over or
covered with vinyl safety flooring to create
a modern level access wet room, see left.

Falcon30 illustrated

level access wetroom

level access shower tray

30mm & 40mm step-in shower trays

ACCESS

Walk-in Wetroom, Level Access or Low Step-in Entry Shower Tray?
Wetrooms & level access shower trays provide unobtrusive, walk in access with no threshold for the user to step up onto.
Wetrooms provide an alluring option and create the ultimate desirable bathroom with no obvious shower tray visible once fitted.
Level access shower trays offer a visibly defined shower area with an antislip surface which are still easy to walk into. They also have
inbuilt tiling upstands for added water tightness.
At up to 40mm high, Falcon 30 or Falcon 40 step-in shower trays, with an antislip surface are ideal when a small step is manageable.
www.contour-showers.co.uk
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
01606 592586
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THE OPULENCE COLLECTION
Product highlights
The Opulence Collection will enhance any bathroom providing
a luxurious shower experience for all. Whether you’re planning
a bathroom renovation or wanting to replace a bath for greater
accessibility, you’ll find something perfect to suit all members
of the household in the Opulence Range.

•
1

•

•

•

2

Opulence shower screens and shower enclosures have been
thoughtfully designed and include:

1. All enclosures have fixed wall panels, with 45mm 		

adjustment for easy fitting, to bring the doors pivot point
forward to avoid close fitting sanitaryware or furnishings.
2. Built to last with polished chrome finish, solid brass,
chrome plated 180° rise & fall door hinges & fittings.
Each wall profile has 45mm adjustment for easy fitting.
3. Watertight magnetic door seals.
4. Toughened safety glass with Easy Clean glass coating to
keep your enclosure looking like new.

3

4

Oh, and they have a lifetime gurantee too!

LIFETIME

GUARANTEE

Shower Screens

Our impeccable, 8mm toughened safety glass shower screens
will give your bathroom a designer look and create a large,
open walk-in shower space.

•

5. Easy fit, unique telescopic support tie bar.
6. Square or coved chrome wall profiles: 				

Square profiles are for use with a tiled wetroom or shower tray.
Coved profiles will accommodate the shape of coved vinyl 		
safety flooring. (Square wall profile illustrated right).
Compatible with any flat top or easy access shower tray 		
and wetroom floor former.
7. Add a Flipper Panel to help to reduce splashes outside 		
of the showering area.
8. Or, if you need a little assistance, a floor to ceiling 			
Grab Pole will provide assitance when entering and 		
exiting the shower.

See page 8 & 9 for more details
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Opulence

•
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8

•
7

Half Height Shower Doors

Modern, assisted shower doors for when the shower user
may need some help showering or if they do not want to feel
enclosed in a full height shower enclosure.
At 750mm high, half height showers doors are suitable for
corner of alcove locations in a wetroom or with a shower tray.
All half height shower doors feature fixed panels of 8mm
toughened safety and door sections of 6mm toughened
safety glass.

9. Easy to grip door handle.
10. 180° rise & fall door hinges allow doors to smoothly open
outwards.

•
9

•

•

•

11

10

12

11. Alcove, half height shower doors can fit between three
walls or in a space once occupied by a bath.

12. A flip over latch can be added to prevent doors 		

accidentally opening should they be leant against by the
user or carer (optional accessory).

See page 10 & 11 for more details

Top Bifold Stable Door Shower
Enclosures

The unique characteristics of this style of shower enclosure
support multigenerational living, catering for different
generations with different needs who share the same home &
bathroom facilities.
At 1900mm high, top bifold stable door shower enclosures are
suitable for corner of alcove locations in a wetroom or with a
shower tray.
Featuring fixed panels of 8mm toughened safety glass and
door sections of 6mm toughened safety glass sections.

•
13

•
14

•
15

13. Unique, chrome towel rail connects the bifold stable door

shower enclosure top & bottom door sections. It is also a
handy place to store you towel ready for when you need it!
14. Easy grip door handles:
Small internal handle with integrated finger channels for
easy use.
Outer handles rotate to allow top bifold door to open.
15. Top bifold stable door opens outwards to allow access
if assisted showering is required, leaving the bottom door
section closed to retain water from the shower. 		
You can also access your towel before getting out of the
shower!

See page 12 & 13 for more details
www.contour-showers.co.uk
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
01606 592586
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shower screens, flipper panel
& grab poles
Height: 1900mm.
Shower screens: 8mm toughened glass.
Flipper panel: 6mm toughened glass.

wetroom example with flipper panel

GD53 left hand corner illustrated with
square wall profile for shower tray use.
Other products illustrated:
Falcon 30 slimline shower tray
Floor to ceiling grab pole
Triton Exe bar mixer shower
Straight grabrail

•
•
•
•

Create a spacious, open shower area in a wetroom or with a shower tray.
Easy fit, unique telescopic support tie bar. Width adjustment: 700 - 1200mm.
Aluminium, satin chrome polished wall profiles with 45mm adjustment for easy fitting.
Coved wall profile will accomodate coved vinyl flooring or use the Square profile for tiled floor or 		
shower tray use (please state when ordering).
• Compatible with any wetroom floor former or shower tray with a minimum 40mm flat front edge area.
• Reversible for left or right hand installation.

FLOOR TO CEILING GRAB POLE OPTION 2.5m or 5.5m in length, 32mm diameter, a stainless steel Grab Pole
connects to the screen edge to offer additonal stability when entering or exiting the shower.
flipper panel OPTION Pivotting, 6mm thick, 300mm wide Flipper Panel acts as a deflector 			
to minimise water spray outside the shower area and pivots through 250°.
8

LIFETIME

GUARANTEE

COMPATIBLE SHOWER TRAY?
Wetroom, level access or step-in? See recommended
trays opposite or page 16 - 17 for full details.

GD53 SHOWER SCREEn only
RECOMMENDED TRAYS
POPULAR SIZES
Width (mm)

HANDED SHOWERDEC
page 16

700mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm
1200mm

SWIFT
page 17

EAGLE TWO
page 17

FALCON
page 17

CODE



















GD53-70







N
N
N
N
N

GD53-80
GD53-90
GD53-10
GD53-12

left hand corner illustrated

300MM Flipper panel
RECOMMENDED TRAYS
POPULAR SIZES
Width (mm)

HANDED SHOWERDEC
page 16

300mm Flipper Panel



N

SWIFT
page 17

EAGLE TWO
page 17

FALCON
page 17

CODE







09FH-300FP

flipper panel illustrated with shower screen.
shower screen supplied separately

FLOOR TO CEILING GRAB POLE
RECOMMENDED TRAYS
POPULAR SIZES
Width (mm)

2.5m Floor to Ceiling Grab Pole
5.5m Floor to Ceiling Grab Pole

HANDED SHOWERDEC SWIFT EAGLE TWO FALCON
page 16
page 17
page 17
page 17

N
N













CODE

GD-GP
GD-GP5500

Grab poles can be cut to required ceiling height (cut from the top down)

grab pole illustrated with shower screen.
shower screen supplied separately

Gap between
shower screen
edge & grab
pole: 40mm

www.contour-showers.co.uk
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
01606 592586
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HALF HEIGHT corner SHOWER DOORS
Height: 750mm.
Fixed panels: 8mm toughened glass,
Door panels: 6mm toughened glass.

GD3 doors partially open

GD3 left hand illustrated with square
wall profile for tiled floor use.
Other products illustrated:
ShowerDec wetroom floor former
Straight grabrail
Ropox shower seat with single leg
McAlpine TSG52 square tiled floor gully
Flip over door latch

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Square or rectangular enclosures with bifolding or bi-parting door access create a shower area as large or small as you require.
Half height shower doors offer safe, assisted showering or remove the feeling of being enclosed when showering.
Doors open outwards for easy access.
Fixed wall panels, with 45mm adjustment for easy fitting, brings the doors pivot point forward to avoid close 				
fitting sanitaryware or bathroom furnishings.
Aluminium, satin chrome polished wall profiles.
Coved wall profile will accomodate coved vinyl flooring or use the Square profile for tiled floor or 					
LIFETIME
shower tray use (please state when ordering).
GUARANTEE
Solid brass, chrome plated, easy grip door handles, 180° rise & fall hinges & stabilser brackets.
Magnetic door closing.
Suitable for wetrooms or shower trays.
Handed & non-handed door styles available.
COMPATIBLE SHOWER TRAY?
Wetroom, level access or step-in? See recommended
trays opposite or page 16 - 17 for full details.

GD2 TWIN BIFOLDING DOORS
RECOMMENDED TRAYS
POPULAR SIZES
Width x Depth (mm)

900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm
1200 x 800mm
1200 x 1200mm
1300 x 800mm

DOOR OPENING HANDED SHOWERDEC
Width x Depth
page 16

700 x 700mm
800 x 800mm
900 x 600mm
900 x 900mm
1100 x 600mm

N
N
Y
N
Y







SWIFT
page 17

FALCON
page 17

CODE








GD2-90x90-01

-

GD2-12x12-02



GD2-13x80-01

-




GD2-10x10-01
GD2-12x80-02

DON’T
RGETflo: or
FO
erDec wetroom

Show
cut to size if
formers can be
the size
required to match
ors.
of your shower do

not handed unless door width &
depth are unequal sizes

GD3 BIFOLDING & BI-PARTING doors
RECOMMENDED TRAYS
POPULAR SIZES
Width x Depth (mm)

1200 x 800mm
1300 x 800mm
1500 x 800mm

DOOR OPENING HANDED SHOWERDEC
Width x Depth
page 16

900 x 600mm
1000 x 600mm
1100 x 600mm

Y
Y
Y





SWIFT
page 17

FALCON
page 17

CODE

-




GD3-12x80-02


-

GD3-13x80-02

-

GD3-15x80-01

SWIFT
page 17

FALCON
page 17

CODE

-




GD4-12x70-02

left hand illustrated

GD4 BiFOLDING DOOR & A RETURN PANEL
RECOMMENDED TRAYS
POPULAR SIZES
Width x Depth (mm)

1200 x 700mm
1200 x 800mm

DOOR OPENING HANDED SHOWERDEC
page 16

900mm
900mm

Y
Y




-

GD4-12x80-02

left hand illustrated

www.contour-showers.co.uk
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
01606 592586
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HALF HEIGHT alcove SHOWER DOORS
Height: 750mm
Fixed panels: 8mm toughened glass
Door panels: 6mm toughened glass

GD5 doors partially open

GD5 not handed illustrated, with square
wall profile for shower tray use.

Other products illustrated:
Eagle TWO shower tray
Mira Select Flex mixer shower

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
12

Ideal for fitting in an alcove or to replace a bath tub, offering greater access to the shower area.
Half height shower doors offer safe, assisted showering or remove the feeling of being enclosed when showering.
Doors open outwards for easy access.
Fixed wall panels, with 45mm adjustment for easy fitting, brings the doors pivot point forward to avoid close 				
fitting sanitaryware or bathroom furnishings.
Aluminium, satin chrome polished wall profiles.
Coved wall profile will accomodate coved vinyl flooring or use the Square profile for tiled floor or 					
LIFETIME
shower tray use (please state when ordering).
GUARANTEE
Solid brass, chrome plated, easy grip door handles, 180° rise & fall hinges & stabilser brackets.
Magnetic door closing.
Suitable for wetrooms or shower trays.
Handed & non-handed door styles available.
COMPATIBLE SHOWER TRAY?
Wetroom, level access or step-in? See recommended
trays opposite or page 16 - 17 for full details.

GD5 ALCOVE BI-PARTING DOORS
COMPATIBLE WITH
POPULAR SIZES
Width (mm)

DOOR OPENING HANDED SHOWERDEC EAGLE TWO
Width
page 16
page 17

1300mm
1500mm
1700mm

900mm
900mm
1100mm





N
N
N

FALCON
page 17

CODE





GD5-13-07

-




GD5-15-01
GD5-17-01

TIP:

not handed illustrated

patible with
Shower trays com
ors can be cut
alcove shower do
ctly into an
to length to fit exa
r bath once
alcove or where you
long trays
m
0m
130
n
lco
was. (Fa
wn)
cannot be cut do
17
See pages 16 &
for details.

GD6 ALCOVE BIFOLDING door & a fixed panel
COMPATIBLE WITH
POPULAR SIZES
Width (mm)

1500mm
1700mm

DOOR OPENING HANDED SHOWERDEC EAGLE TWO
Width
page 16
page 17

900mm
1100mm




Y
Y

FALCON
page 17

CODE




GD6-15-02




GD6-17-05

left hand panel, right hand
door illustrated

GD8 HALF HEIGHT shower screen
COMPATIBLE WITH
POPULAR SIZES
Width (mm)

700mm
800mm
900mm

HANDED SHOWERDEC
page 16

N
N
N





SWIFT
page 17

EAGLE TWO
page 17

FALCON
page 17

CODE













GD8-70-01
GD8-80-01
GD8-90-01

left hand screen illustrated

www.contour-showers.co.uk
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
01606 592586
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top bifold stable door
shower enclosures
Height: 1900mm.
Fixed panels: 8mm toughened glass,
Door panels: 6mm toughened glass.

top bifold stable door opens whilst the
bottom door can remain closed.

GD52 left hand panel, right hand door
illustrated with square wall profile for
shower tray use.
Other products illustrated:
Falcon 30 slimline shower tray
600mm Arch grabrail

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
14

Square or rectangular enclosures create a shower area as larger or small as you require.
Supports multigenerational living, but can be used by all members of the household.
Top bifold stable door section opens independently should showering assistance be required for a child or an elderly relative.
Twin bifold stable door enclosures offer greater access to the shower area.
Bottom door height at 850mm high, so stable door clears standard height pedestal wash basins when opened.
Aluminium, satin chrome polished wall profiles.
Coved wall profile will accomodate coved vinyl flooring or use the Square profile for tiled floor or 					
LIFETIME
shower tray use (please state when ordering).
GUARANTEE
Solid brass, chrome plated, easy grip door handles & 180° rise & fall hinges.
Magnetic door closing.
Suitable for wetrooms or shower trays.
COMPATIBLE SHOWER TRAY?
Handed & non-handed door styles available.

Wetroom, level access or step-in? See recommended
trays opposite or page 16 - 17 for full details.

GD52 ALCOVE TOP Bifold STABLE door & fixed panel
COMPATIBLE WITH
POPULAR SIZES
Width (mm)

DOOR OPENING HANDED SHOWERDEC EAGLE TWO
Width
page 16
page 17

1300mm
1500mm
1600mm
1700mm
1800mm

700mm
900mm
700mm
900mm
900mm

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y







FALCON
page 17

CODE







GD52-13-01

-






GD52-15-01
GD52-16-01
GD52-17-04
GD52-18-07

TIP:

patible with
Shower trays com
ors can be cut
alcove shower do
ctly into an
to length to fit exa
r bath once
alcove or where you
long trays
m
0m
130
n
lco
was. (Fa
wn)
cannot be cut do
17
See pages 16 &
for details.

left hand panel, right hand
door illustrated

GD50 TOP Bifold corner STABLE door & fixed panel
COMPATIBLE WITH
POPULAR SIZES
Width x Depth (mm)

DOOR OPENING HANDED SHOWERDEC
Width
page 16

900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm
1200 x 700mm
1200 x 800mm
1300 x 800mm

700mm
800mm
900mm
900mm
900mm

N
N
Y
Y
Y







SWIFT
page 17

FALCON
page 17

CODE










GD50-90x90-01

SWIFT
page 17

FALCON
page 17

CODE







-

GD51-90x90-01

-



GD50-10x10-01
GD50-12x70-01
GD50-12x80-01
GD50-13x80-01

left hand panel, right hand
door illustrated

GD51 TWIN TOP Bifold corner STABLE door ENCLOSURE
COMPATIBLE WITH
POPULAR SIZES
Width x Depth (mm)

900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm
1200 x 1000mm
1200 x 1200mm

DOOR OPENING HANDED SHOWERDEC
Width x Depth
page 16

700 x 700mm
800 x 800mm
900 x 800mm
900 x 900mm

N
N
Y
N






GD51-10x10-01
GD51-12x10-01
GD51-12x12-01

not handed unless width &
depth are unequal sizes
www.contour-showers.co.uk
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
01606 592586
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WETROOM FLOOR FORMERS - SHOWERDEC
Fits beneath floor tiles or a vinyl floor covering to provide level access.
SQUARE

CODE

RECTANGULAR CODE

900x900

SD900x900

1300x800

SD1300x800

1000x1000 SD1000x1000

1400x900

SD1400x900

1200x1200 SD1200x1200

1500x820

SD1500x820

1500x1000

SD1500x1000

1500x1200

SD150x1200

1800x820

SD1800x820*

1800x900

SD1800x900*

• ShowerDec®s are not handed.
• All ShowerDecs can be cut to width or
length to suit almost any requirement.
• *Can be cut down in length from
1800mm to fit where a bath was.
• For fitting in wooden or concrete floors
(comprehensive instructions provided).
• Wetroom tanking membrane will be
required when using with floor tiles,
see below.

Level access

• Gravity waste supplied separately, see
below.

WETROOM TANKING MEMBRANE
Permanent waterproof protection for use prior to laying tiles onto a wetroom floor.
SIZE

CODE

5m² Tanking Kit

15WTK-05

10m² Tanking Kit 15WTK-10

•
•
•
•

1mm thick butyl waterprooof membrane.
Can be cold applied & ready to tile immediately.
Ideal for timber, masonry, concrete, plasterboard & gypsum.
Can be installed over thermal board. Heating resrtricted to 32˚.

KIT CONTENTS:
5m x 1m or 10m x 1m Membrane
500ml Primer
10m Reinforcing Tape
1 x Jointing Compound
4 x Pre-formed Internal Corners

GRAVITY WASTES
2 part, 50mm water seal trapped gullys for use with a ShowerDec floor former. Flow rate in excess of 40 litres per minute.
SIZE

CODE

TSG52 Standard Gully

08GT52NSC

TSG52 Round Vinyl Gully 08GT52-R
TSG52 Square Tile Gully 08GT52-S

TSG52
Standard Vinyl Gully

TSG52
Round Vinyl Gully

TSG52
Square Tile Gully
(8mm depth)

• Standard TSG52 has a white ABS top cover.
• Round vinyl & square tile TSG52 have stainless steel covers.
• Square tile gully top cover is 150mm square & 8mm deep.
CONCRETE FLOOR?
Other drainage options are available for solid floor
installations, please ask for details.
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LEVEL ACCESS SHOWER TRAYS - SWIFT
No height difference between the shower tray & the bathroom floor when fitted. Provides a visible shower area.
Incorporates unique Trueseal vinyl floor edging profile. For tiled floor installations please ask for Trueseal to be omitted.

LH RH

CODE

RECTANGULAR CODE

945x945

SWIF945

1345x845

SWIF1345

1045x1045 SWIF1045

1345x945

SWIF1345x945

1245x1245 SWIF1245

1400x745*

SWIF1400

• Square shower trays are not handed.
• Supplied with a gravity trap.
• *SWIF1400 is not handed & has three tiling upstands for 			
installing in an alcove (between 3 walls).
• Fit in wooden or concrete floors (comprehensive instructions provided).

Level access

options

SQUARE

IMPORTANT When ordering a shower screen or enclosure for
a Swift shower tray please choose ‘Coved’ wall profile.

LEVEL ACCESS ALCOVE SHOWER TRAYS - EAGLE TWO
No height difference between the shower tray & the bathroom floor when fitted. Can be cut to length to fit into an alcove.
Incorporates unique Trueseal vinyl floor edging profile. For tiled floor installations please ask for Trueseal to be omitted.
CODE

1850x745*

ET745

1850x845*

ET845

• Eagle TWO shower trays are not handed.
• Supplied with a gravity trap.
• *Can be cut down in length from 1850 to 1500mm to replace a bath. 		
End cap supplied for cut end.
• Fit in wooden or concrete floors (comprehensive instructions provided).

Level access

step in SHOWER TRAYS - falcon
A shower tray for people who can manage a small step up into the
shower area. Available in slimline 30mm high or 40mm high.

Anti-slip surface exceeds industry
standards for safer showering.

options

RECTANGULAR

options

PLEASE NOTE:
Falcon30 & Falcon40 antislip patterns differ visually but both boast the same high antislip classification.
Falcon 30 shower trays do not incorporate Biomaster antibacterial protection.

30mm HIGH

CODE

SQUARE

40mm HIGH

CODE

SQUARE

900x900

FALC30-900x900

-

-

1000x1000

FALC30-1000x1000

-

-

RECTANGULAR

RECTANGULAR

1300x700

FALC30-1300x700

1000x700

FALC1000x700

1400x800

FALC30-1400x800

1200x800

FALC1200x800

1500x700

FALC30-1500x700

1200x700

FALC1200x700

1800x700*

FALC30-1800x700

1200x800

FALC1200x800

1800x800*

FALC30-1800x800

1300x800

FALC1300x800

1400x700

FALC1400x700

1700x700

FALC1700x700

• Falcon shower trays are not handed.
• Supplied with a gravity trap.
• *Can be cut down in length from 1850 to 1500mm to replace a bath. 		
End cap supplied for cut end.
• Fit in wooden or concrete floors (comprehensive instructions provided).
www.contour-showers.co.uk
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
01606 592586
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ACCESSORIES - MIXER SHOWERS, shower seats & hinged arm supports
A thermostatic mixer shower mixes the hot & cold water supply to provide a constant temperature for your shower.
The TMV3 safety feature will prevent scalding should either the hot or cold water supply fail during use.

5

5

YEAR

YEAR

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

MIRA SELECT FLEX MIXER SHOWER

TRITON ELINA MIXER SHOWER

TRITON EXE BAR MIXER SHOWER

• Thermostatic control for safer showering.
• 2m hose & 1m easy glide riser rail.
• Separate flow & temperature controls.
• Cool touch technology.

• Thermostatic, exposed concentric shower.
• Easy to grip & operate.
• Separate flow & temperature lever controls.
• Dual purpose grab riser rail.
• Rub clean, five spray pattern shower head.

• Thermostatic control for safer showering.
• Extended riser rail & shower hose kit.
• Easy grip lever temperature controls.
• Separate flow & temperature controls.
• Rub clean, three spray pattern   shower head.

CODE

CODE

CODE

06MS10

06MS15

06MS17

5

5

YEAR

YEAR

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

LIFETIME

GUARANTEE

BRSITAN OPAC CARE MIXER SHOWER

SQUARE PADDED SHOWER SEAT

ROPOX SHOWER SEAT WITH SINGLE LEG

• Fully thermostatic for safe showering.
• Single lever control for flow & temperature.
• Easy to grip & operate.
• Automatic shut off in the event of
   hot or cold water supply failure.

• Stainless steel mounting plate.
• Wall fixed seat, downward folding.
• Maximum load 165kg.
• Soft polyurethane seat pad.
• 355mm W x 325mm D.

• Easy to grasp edge to assist with transfer.
• Can be folded upright against the wall.
• Load tested to a weight of 200kg.
• Polyurethane seat does not feel cold or hard.
• 469 W x 552 D x 420-540mm H.

CODE

CODE

CODE

06MS22P

07SS62

07SS40

HINGED ARM SUPPORTS

SINGLE HINGED ARM SUPPORT

• Locate next to a WC to assist standing or sitting.
• Folds up against the wall.
• Option available with a toilet roll holder.
• Tested to 170kg in 90˚ & 45˚ positions.
• Length: 760mm.
• Stainless steel wall plate: 100 W x 245mm D.

• Locate next to a WC to assist standing or sitting.
• Stainless steel wall plate.
• Tested to 170kg in 90˚ & 45˚ positions.
• Length: 760mm.
• Wall plate width: 100 W x 140mm D.

CODE

Hinged arm support
03SS-HAD760
Hinged arm support &
03SS-HAD760TRH
toilet roll holder
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5

YEAR

GUARANTEE

CODE

03SS-HAS760

ACCESSORIES - grabrails, curtain rails & curtains
Stainless steel accessories with a contemporary design providing stylish assistance throughout the bathroom. Grabrails & hinged arm
supports are manufactured from 35mm stainless steel, unless stated otherwise, are easy to grip as well as simple to clean.
Left hand

Right hand

STRAIGHT GRABRAIL

ARCH GRABRAIL

WAVE GRABRAIL, left or right hand

• Sizes: 300, 450 or 600mm.
• Concealed fixings.

• Sizes: 300, 450 or 600mm.
• Concealed fixings.

• Sizes: 300, 450 or 600mm.
• Concealed fixings.

CODE

300mm
450mm
600mm

CODE

03SS-GRS300
03SS-GRS450
03SS-GRS600

300mm
450mm
600mm

•

•

A

CODE

03SS-GRA300
03SS-GRA450
03SS-GRA600

300mm, left
300mm, right
450mm, left
450mm, right
600mm, left
600mm, right

•

A

B

STRAIGHT CURTAIN RAIL

L Shaped CURTAIN RAIL

• Polished, silver satin finish.
• Wall brackets supplied.

• Polished, silver satin finish.
• Wall brackets & ceiling drop rod supplied.

A

1000mm
1500mm
2000mm
2500mm

CODE

02S1000-LUX
02S1500-LUX
02S2000-LUX
02S2500-LUX

Left
hand

03SS-GRW300L
03SS-GRW300R
03SS-GRW450L
03SS-GRW450R
03SS-GRW600L
03SS-GRW600R

A

B

CODE

900mm
1000mm
1200mm
750mm
750mm
750mm
750mm
900mm
900mm
900mm
900mm

900mm
1000mm
1200mm
1000mm
1200mm
1500mm
1800mm
1000mm
1200mm
1500mm
1800mm

02L9-LUX
02L10-LUX
02L12-LUX
02L75X10-LUX
02L75X12-LUX
02L75X15-LUX
02L75X18-LUX
02L90X10-LUX
02L90X12-LUX
02L90X15-LUX
02L90X18-LUX

SATIN STRIPED ANTIBACTERIAL SHOWER CURTAIN
• White, weighted 4oz, polyester curtains.
• Antibacterial treatment inhibits bacteria,
  unpleasant smells & textile staining.
WIDTH

DROP

CODE

1800mm
1800mm
1800mm
2130mm
2500mm

1400mm
1800mm
2000mm
2130mm
2000mm

01SS-1814AB
01SS-1818AB
01SS-1820AB
01SS-2121AB
01SS-2520AB

Right
hand

DOUBLE TOILET ROLL HOLDER

HANDED TOILET ROLL HOLDER

TOWEL RING

DOUBLE TOWEL RAIL

GLASS SHELVES

• 260mm in length.
• 25mm stainless steel.
• Concealed fixings.

• Where space is limited.
• Size: 300 H x 170mm W.
• 25mm stainless steel.
• Concealed fixings.

• Solid stainless steel.
• 160mm W.
• Concealed fixings.

• Sizes: 450, 600 & 750mm.
• 19mm stainless steel.
• Concealed fixings.

• Sizes: 457 & 600mm.
• 6mm toughened glass.
• Stainless steel wall fixings.
• Concealed fixings.

CODE

Double toilet
roll holder

03SS-TRD

CODE

LH toilet roll
holder

03SS-TRL

RH toilet roll
holder

03SS-TRR

CODE

Towel ring

03SS-TOWR

CODE

CODE

450 towel rail 03SS-TOW450

457 Glass shelf

03SH457

600 towel rail 03SS-TOW600

600 Glass shelf

03SH600

750 towel rail 03SS-TOW750

www.contour-showers.co.uk
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
01606 592586
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built-in independence
GLASS SHOWER DOOR ORDERING CHECKLIST

To ensure your order is processed as efficiently as possible, below is an example as to how to place an order.

Pick your door style
Overall door size?
Door product code?
Left hand or Right hand?
Square or coved wall profile?
Optional door latch?
Optional curtain rail & curtain?

HALF HEIGHT EXAMPLE
GD2
1300x800
GD2-13x80-01
Left hand
Coved
No
No

FULL HEIGHT ENCLOSURES: Order in the same manner except, instead of
the optional door latch you can choose the optional towel rail.
built-in independence

Sales Department
01606 592586
Fax
01606 861260
Email
sales@contour-showers.co.uk
Technical Support
0845 402 9924
Website
www.contour-showers.co.uk

For further details regarding our lifetime guarantee or other warranty periods
please see our Terms & Conditions at www.contour-showers.co.uk

CONTOUR SHOWERS • SIDDORN STREET • WINSFORD • CHESHIRE • CW7 2BA

